Case study

Skanska Malmö Live construction site
World leading €14,5 B construction company Skanska and the Danish architects Schmidt Hammer
Kassen was appointed by the City of Malmö. The project ojective: to combine meetings,
congresses, concerts, and a hotel, all in on one site.

Completed, Malmö Live reaches an astounding height of 85 metres
and is visible from all of Malmö, the Øresund Bridge and parts of
Copenhagen. The project was Malmö’s largest construction site.

Challenges
• The site was approx. 10 000 sqm
• Complex and dynamic construction
site
• High values with machines and
assets
• Great potential losses during
production stops

Solution
“It feels safe to know that Irisity’s
system sends an alarm directly
if something is not as it should.
It is also great to get rid of false
alarms.”

• 6 cameras covering critical areas
and entrances
• Real time scaring intruders away
before sending guards
• Connected to ARC
• Cameras used by guard on site
during working hours to check incoming trucks and cars

Customer value

Erik Abäck
Production Manager
Skanska

• 42 intrusions were detected and
interrupted
• Full surveillance on large areas with
few cameras
• Zero production stops and thefts
• Fast ROI
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Safety

About Irisity

Erik Abäck, Production Manager at Malmö Live: “This high profile project
needs to be protected because it is the largest building project in Malmö,
with over 500 workers in the city centre. We want to make sure that only our
people is within the premises.”

Irisity provides Intelligent Camera
Technology Software that partner
offers end users as a service.

He further explains: “There is a lot of valuable building material that need
protection and the site is changing all the time – this puts a lot of pressure on
the system.
Erik also appreciate that the system detects unwanted activity live and an
operator can rapidly proceed with the most suitable measure.
Professionality
Erik describes the collaboration: “I appreciate the good cooperation with Irisity
and quality is crucial in all that we do. That is why testimonials from earlier
projects are important for us. It really shows that Irisity cares.”
Economy
Erik says: ”Construction guard saves us money through measures taken
when the intrusion has barely started and before the damage is done. We do
not need to spend costly hours with investigations and stoppages, and we
dramatically lower the cost compared to guards on patrol.”

The system has a scalable and
cloud-based infrastructure, enabling
international distribution of alarms,
market-leading response times,
centralized administration as well as
collection and distribution of event
reports and statistics.
The solution secures large outdoor
areas using intelligent video surveillance. Customers get peace of mind
round-the-clock, as well as a solution
that goes from detection in real time
to measure-taking and reporting.
Our business idea is to improve the
security with cost-efficient intelligent
video surveillance. We accomplish this
by delivering an end-to-end solution
that greatly reduces intrusions and
vandalism.

“Irisity makes it possible to take action before the intrusion starts – much
more effective than patrolling guards!”
Erik Abäck, Skanska
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